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SUMMARY'p...

Between 0000 and 0330, 28 June 1986, residents of Basseterre, St.

Kitts, West Indies, reported an object fell from the sky. Later, a smoking

hole was discovered in a nearby yard, prompting officials to request US

assistance to investigate. Of prime concern was potential environmental or

radiological safety. St. Kitts possessed no instrumentation or trained per-

sonnel to study the incident.

* Upon US Embassy notification, 2 July 1986, Eastern Space and Missile

Center dispatched the down range safety officer and simultaneously requested

AFTAC assistance. AFTAC deployed an investigative team 4 July 1986.

The AFTAC team found a nearly vertical, 1.5m deep hole which showed evi-

dence of burnt material within. The cause for the hole was not immediately

apparent. The team took radiation measurements and determined the hole and

its contents posed no radiological health hazard. In addition, the team

,.2. collected a large number of rock and soil samples for later analysis.

The team reviewed all available data and determined that the hole had

three possible causes: (1) meteorite, (2) a man-made reentering space

object, or (3) a hoax or act perpetrated by persons unknown. The rock

samples were further analyzed by the Aerospace Corporation and W. C. McCrone

Associates. No unusual, non-island origin, material was identified from

either sample analysis. The soil samples-, after a circuitous route, were

analyzed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA)

Johnson Space Center, with similar findings.

This report concludes that the mystery hole was the result of a hoax.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

St. Christopher and Nevis (popular name St. Kitts) are part of the West

Indies chain of islands located in the Caribbean Sea at approximately 17°N

620W. The island is 65 square miles in area with a population of 35,000.

St. Kitts received its independence from Great Britain in 1983.

On 2 July 1986, St. Kitts' Deputy Commissioner of Police Edward G.

Hughes (acting Head of State, as the Prime Minister was out of country) con-

tacted the US Embassy at Antigua to report that an "object" had apparently

fallen to earth on 28 June and impacted on St. Kitts. Deputy Commissioner

*Hughes was concerned about potential environmental or radiological health

hazards. The US Embassy Charge DuBose contacted Maj Brinn Colenda, Antigua

Air Force Station Commander, for assistance. Maj Colenda subsequently con-

tacted Eastern Space and Missile Center (ESMC) Down Range Affairs, Mr Jerry

Bennett, for support. Maj Colenda also contacted the Command Post at US

Space Command and was informed that no known space object had a decay pre-

diction for the St. Kitts area during this time frame.

The St. Kitts Police Report is shown in Figure 1. The report provides

an estimated time of occurrence as between 0230 and 0322, 28 June 1986.

This is based on reports from residents who heard "what sounded like a bomb

and a heavy impact crashing to the ground." The next day a smoking crater

was discovered. The crater was in the College Street area of Basseterre,

the capital of St. Kitts (see Figure 2).

After the request for assistance arrived at ESMC Down Range Affairs,

it was passed to Col Albert Thomas, Eastern Test Range (ETR) Commander.

04,
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Criminal Investigation Department,

Basseterre, St. Kitts,

July 5th, 1986.

TO: D/Commis ;ioner Of Police

FROM: No. 416 3erg t. Charles M.

SUBJECT: OBJECT F\LLING FROM SKY

Sir,

I respectfully submit a report on the above mentioned subject.

In the early hours of the morning of Saturday 28th June, 1986 between

2,30 and 3.22 aem. residents of Basseterre and in particular of the College

-" Street area heard what sounded like a bomb and a heavy impact crashing

to the ground and the dogs in those area started barking. When morning

was cleared there was a strong burning scent coming from Mr. Oriel

Claxton's rrvwmses adjacent to Blakency Flats.

Several persons want into the yard made a check and discovered a

lar.e hole in the ground. The hole was smoking and heated, For several

dayZ, or rather up to Wednesday 2nd July 1986, the day the matter was

p: brought to the police attention, the hole still had same heat emanating

from it. Froa the evidence and from all indication no one saw anything

falling frsm the sky, all heard a sound like a bomb.

Res ectfu ly Your:;,

"erek:lth Ch rl.:s Ser$. c. No. 416.

Figure 1. St. Kitts Police Report
"
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Col Thomas dispatched the ETR safety officer, Capt Leonowich, and requested

support from Col Thomas Ciambrone, AFTAC Vice Commander.

Col Ciambrone directed the formation of a quick-response team from the

AFTAC Advanced Systems Directorate. Team members included Lt Col Joseph A.

Angelo, Jr., Capt Donald Tipple and Capt Joseph Nicholas. Lt Col Angelo

subsequently invited Dr William Ginsberg of EG&G, Las Vegas NV. Maj Brinn

Colenda was to act as In-Country Coordinator for the operation. The AFTAC

team arrived in St. Kitts 4 July 1986. Capt Leonowich arrived 8 July 1986.

Locally, both the "mystery hole" and the AFTAC team arrival were of

extreme interest. The two island newspapers ran stories on the event.

These articles are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

The team collected samples, made radiological measurements, and pho-

tographed the crater and environs 4-6 July.
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MYSTERY HOLE CREA[a
~SE"IISAIDH

Arriving in St. Kitts during the course of
yesterday Friday were five (5) scientific investi
gators, who have been pro ided by the Government
of the United States in response to a request
-initiated by Acting Commissioner of Police
Hughes, following the discovery of a mystery
hole in the Northern section of the yard of the
premises of Jame, A; Claxton & Sons in Colle;c
litreet Gh-a,1-

Speculation is rife among curiosity seekers
as to the origin and nature of the circular hole
which measures about 2 feet in diameter, and is

*approximately 8 feet deep, with burnt grass aroun4

the perimeter. Some say it was caused by a ' 1
meteorite hurtling from the heavens beyond. Others
say it may ' linked to an explosion heard in the
early hours of last Friday morning. Some declare
they saw the hole steaming, as though with great
heat. Still others contend that they have
seen something black deep inside the hole, which
appears to them to be getting progressively
deeper.

When news of the discovery was reported to
the Police on Wednesday, ZIZ Radio and Television
hurried to the scene to broadcast a news flaah
and to record this mystic phenomenon for
posterity. Within minutes of the announcement,
on Radio, dozens of children and adults could be
seen fiocktng in College Street, and pushing and
shoving to get into Blakeney Flats, which from
its 4-storey Roof Top provided a vantage point
for gazing down from what was felt to be a safe
and convenient height on the gaping hole below.

Acting Cornissioner Hughes told THE DEMO.CRAT
that contact was made with the US Embassy in
Antigua for expert assistance , in order to
satisfy a number of concerns. Is there any
danger of radiation' What is in the hole, and
what caused it? If anything is left of the
thing which is responsible for the hole, how can
this country adequately secure and preserve it?

The answers to these and othor q,.estions
will no doubt be forthcoming, out of the research
to be undertaken by the five '5) ''S ALrforce
Personnel. Ma~or Colenda, who will coordinate
the enquiry, is the Ccrand'er of the U.S. A'r
Station in Antigua, Dr. Josept Angelo, who

heads the Team, is aczcp-nanied by :r. Ir'n
Ginsberg, ot the U.S. 'epar:79nt of Ener -:, along
with Joseph Nicholas and :o.a._ Tipple. All
hold scientific degrees.

OF irni~e 3. From 'TheD rryr cat" ()' §.t. j I 1 5 .hl1', 1i
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SECTION II

DATA COLLECTION

The crater was located between an abandoned home and a concrete wall, as

indicated in Figure 5. These two "boundary" walls were almost due north and

south of the hole. Other than the crater, the ground was overgrown with

grass. There was no active burning in the crater, although it appeared as

if burning had taken place. The grasses showed no evidence of burning, and

there was no evidence of debris around the crater rim.

Figure 5

Abandoned Concrete Wall
Wood House

Crater-
Grass

< -"2.5m

Using a radiological survey meter, measurements of the radiative

background were taken within a 3m radius about the hole. No abnormal

readings were recorded in or around the crater. To determine the presence,

if any, of metallic objects in the crater, a compass was lowered into the

hole since no magnetometer was available. No anomalous deflections were

noted, indicating an absence of large concentrations of ferrous metal

objects or materials.
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The crater itself was nearly vertical with a depth of approximately

112cm. The shape of the crater entrance was elliptical with 59cm and 71cm

axes. Moving into the crater, eight "off-shoots" or smaller cavities pro-

jected radially outward from the crater. The bottom of the crater was

covered with loose soil, apparently from "fallback" from the sides.

Temperature in the crater did not exhibit any gradients, and averaged

approximately 29C over the entire depth. The majority of the east side of

the crater was covered with a whitish/ashen material. The west side was

darker but did have some material which appeared fused or melted. There was

no immediately apparent reason for formation of the crater.

Figure 6a represents a look "down" the crater. The protrusions around

the crater are numbered and their distribution in the vertical is seen in

Figure 6b.

Figure 6

%
oil

a b

Table I shows all the information taken on the cavities radiating out-

ward from the crater. Data include depth from surface to center of crater

8%
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(Z); approximate angle the cavity makes with horizontal (a); positive

downward depth of cavities (D); temperature at crater opening (T); and

direction crater radiates (dir).

Table 1

Z D T dir

Hole # (cm) (deg) (cm) (°C) (Compass) Comments

1 28 15 15.2 29.1 S Charred wood
2a 28 10-15 45.7 28.8 SE Many ashes
2b 33 20 83.8 28.9 SE
3 11.43 10-15 22.9 28.4 NE Charred wood
4 50.8 70 30.5 29.2 NE Fine ash
5 39.4 0 10.2 29.6 N
6 63.5 5-10 81.3 29.2 NNW
7 99.1 5-10 20.3 30.0 W
8 35.6 -10 17.8 38.3 W No charring

The soft soil at the bottom of the crater was probed with a steel rod.

It was possible to push the rod down 0.5m with little resistance.

After tabulating data and photographing the crater, the AFTAC team col-

lected soil/rock samples from various locations in and around the crater for

later analysis. A number of "trash" items were found in the loose soil,

including dead vegetation, nail clippers, a key, and a battery.

Local residents were interviewed and no one could verify that the

acrater existed before the "explosive" sound heard 28 June. Some residents,

*" however, reported that people, including a policeman, had "stuck things"

into the hole while it was smoking.

The AFTAC team departed St. Kitts 6 July. Maj Colenda took control of

* the soil samples and shipped them back to Patrick AFB via military aircraft

a week later.
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SECTION III

DATA ANALYSIS

The team pursued soil/rock analyses, reviewed potential explanations,

- and narrowed them into three "classes":

1. Small meteorite--the meteorite would have penetrated the soil

and then exploded or buried itself.

2. Small pieces of space junk--as with the meteorite hypothesis,

the object would strike the ground at hypervelocities (km/sec), penetrating

deep into the soil.

3. Hoax.

Soil analyses could provide verification of the meteorite or space junk

hypothesis. Unfortunately, US Department of Agriculture (USDA) regulations

- . prohibit importing soil except to licensed laboratories. The team worked

. out arrangements with one such laboratory, the Smithsonian Division of

Meteorites, Washington DC. Ms Twyla Thomas performed a cursory examination

of the soil and saw no evidence of meteorite impact. Ms Thomas' analysis

was limited to visual examination of the samples.

AFTAC also arranged for analysis of two rock samples brought back from

St. Kitts. Examinations by Walter C. McCrone Associates, Inc., and

Aerospace Corporation determined that the rocks were of island origin and

not extraterrestrial.

The most comprehensive analysis was performed by the Planetary Materials

Branch of the NASA Johnson Space Center's Solar System Exploration Division.

10
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Dr Michael Zolensky, the nation's meteorite expert, analyzed all the soil

samples and found no evidence of meteoric material.

A number of other individuals were contacted in order to gain some

*i insight into either the meteorite or space debris possibilities. One of the

first contacts was with Dr Mike Sulzer, a chief scientist at the Arecibo,

Puerto Rico, antenna facility. An extraterrestrial object entering the

earth's atmosphere towards the Caribbean should have registered at the

Arecibo facility. Unfortunately, the facility was shut down the evening of

28 June 1986.

Two known earth-penetrator groups were also contacted. Grant Heiken,

Los Alamos National Laboratory, identified the hole as a possible, but

highly doubtful hypervelocity earth-penetrator hole. Mr Heiken claimed a

detailed knowledge of the West Indies and felt that our description almost

matched what he termed a "tree mold," which is the hole dug about a tree

root to burn it out. This practice, he added, is very common on the

>Caribbean Islands.

-. Wayne Young of the Earth Penetrator Group at Sandia National

Laboratories also identified the crater as possibly due to hypervelocity

impact. He provided us a depth penetration equation which his organization

uses:

D .0031" S *N * a'- " (V-lO0)

Here, D is the depth of penetration into the soil in feet; S is an

empirical quantity representing the compactness of the soil (common soil,

*S=8); N is the aerodynamic "quality" of the penetrating object (flat-ended

, ,+.11
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cylinder, N=.6; aerodynamic shape (conical) N=1); W is the weight of the

object in pounds; A is the cross-sectional area of the object in square

inches; and V is the velocity of the object in feet/second.

Given the St. Kitts hole depth as 112cm (3.7 ft), and assuming a pene-

trator with N=.6, W=11 lbs, A=9in 2 and a common soil where S=8, then the

velocity would be approximately 110 m/sec. This velocity is close to

expected terminal velocities for incoming small ( -5kg) meteorites.

The appendix to this report is a rough translation of a Chinese physics

journal article on the Jilin Meteorite Shower that occurred in the PRC some-

time in 1976. The Jilin shower was the result of an apparent breakup cf a

* large (4,000 kg) meteoroid in the earth's atmosphere. The six resultant

pieces spread out as they approached ground, with the final piece landing

50km from the first.

Of interest in this article are the observations on the impact craters.

Data is given on crater radius, depth, and angle of impact. In addition,

the authors created a model to determine theoretical impact parameters.

Table 2 lists the data which correspond to an impact angle near 900 (from

hori zontal ).

Table 2

Jilin Shower Observations and Models

Crater Crater Crater Crater Cal cul ati on of Meteori te
Mass Angle Angle Radius Depth Impact Velocity Radius
(kg) (obs) (cal) (i) (i) (m/sec) (i)

124 55 81 1.0 .3 196 .2
70 - 85 - - 179 .16
15 93 93 .4 .7 135 .1
.5 0 94 - - 73 .003

12I..
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The Sandia depth penetration velocity calculation matches well with the

Jilin impact velocity calculations, but the crater depths are shallower than

the St. Kitts hole. Even the largest Jilin meteorite penetrated only a

third of a meter.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSION

-Of the original three hypotheses: a meteorite, a man-made space object,

or a hoax, it appears that a hoax is the most probable cause of the St.

Kitts mystery hole.

Based upon detailed chemical and spectroscopic analysis, a meteoric

*impact did not occur. And, although it cannot be completely ruled out, a

man-made space object can be doubted based both on the chemical analysis and

the USSPACECOM report.

Unless a full excavation of the St. Kitts mystery hole takes place, a

complete explanation may never be known, but it is most probably of man-made

origin.

41
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APPENDIX

, ATMOSPHERIC TRAJECTORY PREDICTIONS AND OBSERVATION
ANALYSIS OF THE 'JILIN METEORITE SHOWER'

Zhang Deliang Liu Yukui Zhao Chengfu (?)

Translated by Dr. Francis Tsang
Edited by J. Nicholas

Introduction

%- This paper describes a large meteorite from space entering the earth's atmosphere. Due to
its nign veiocity, a very forward peaking 'shocK-wave' was created. When this wave reacned the
ground, this was usually the thunder or explosion heard by people. At the same time, the
forward section of the meteoroid was under intense pressure and compression and therefore
began to heat up. For example, when the meteoroid reached 20km altitude, its velocity could
reacn about 1 0- 15km/sec. This could heat up the air surrounding the meteoroid to over
10,000 cegrees. Typically, thousands of degrees are not uncommon. Therefore after reaching a
certain heating rate, the meteoroid would burn, break-up, and vaporize, forming a very brIght
fireball.

RocK.-type meteoroid's heat transfer characteristics are not very good. This leads to an
uneven temcerature gradient through the bcxy. The heating and the air pressure cause the

, "surfaces of the meteoroid to crack and the interior to break-up. This is the reason for the
br-k-up of a large meteoroid. A break-up of a large meteoroid would generate many pieces,
with the larger ones weighing several tons and the smaller ones weighing less than a kg.

If, after break-up, all the pieces are equal in mass, then their trajectories are the same.
Generally speaking, the larger the mass of the meteorite, the longer its flight path and the
higher its impact velocity. This is the reason that meteorites with different masses would
arrive at different locations with different speeds, and they would form a scattered pattern. This
is the meteorite phenomenon.

(The entire text was not translated but the data, results, and assumptions were reviewed and
they follow. In a nutshell, this paper analyzes the 'Jilin' meteorite shower and compares the

m sured impact parameters with a model. The results match up well.-ed.)

We define the meteorite's positions as I being the 2000kg, *2 the 400kg, *3; 124kg,
-v4;7Okg,*5; 15kg, and *6 the .5kg msteorite.(Apparently these designations are based on the
landing pattern of the meteorites. Doi a line running almost due west to east, *1 was furthest
west, then *2,etc.-ed. )Density is approximately 3.88gm/cm3 .

ASSUMPTIONS:
1 .Assume all meteorites are spheres, then mass=m=4(TrR 3 p)/3, cross sectional

area=S= TrR2 ,p=density,R=radius.
-2. No change in density during flight.

3. Ignore the spin of the earth during flight.
4. Meteoroid break-up under intense heat and pressure generating meteorites from I to 6.

These meteorites continue along the original flight path. Ignore the slight change of speeds and
angle offsets due to the break-up.

5. Earth surface is flat.( 'All that work for nothing", Magellan once said.-ed.)
6. Atmosphere is 70km thick.
Note: Someone had altered the crater angle of *5.
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* e Using ",Peir mccei, the authors then maKe caicuiations with tne crginai measurea
par.meters of the found meteorites to establish what they can about the criginal large metecrmo
before break-up. These calculations are presented in the paper in taoular format ano are
reproduced below -ed.)

(Table 2.1 assumes a 4,000kg meteoroid enters earth's atmosphere at t=O ano
speec= 19km/sec. I don't know wny the mass of meteorite *2 is listed as 220kg.-ed.)

Table 2.1

.. ,.ol m-3z 40Cqk2 _______________

.- t~i eorn itio:Lj t:u : : ? 0:. ao: I. 0. a' ,.,to: t qkr .Wec
t.," : -ak-usz. corl, I tr,=' Q.7 ::o=17"2.,71 . -=5 " 7 H = 10 . 42

ma',. _e ___, 2000 -220 I124 70 1 5 1.5

'" [~('~ 40.' 2 61 " 1 I r ,-.- _ _ Q 3_

I. ..... ... . 4
42 .:. :30 !3 ' 14' 1? 'Q4

•2 1.:- - 1 Q.2.1.0.Q.
-. '. _ L t . 1 .4 I 1 4Z r.7 U 1c:4 o V'

i - . - u t I 1 ! . I ... ....

(Table 22 assumes a 4,000kg meteoroid enters the earth's atmosphere at t= and a spee

of l~km/sec.-ed,)

Table 2.2

tn~eteorc±id 4's 0 40 01,!
iiutial conditioni t= 0. Hoz70okrn ao1 I6b15''O 1o ,krrv'Z.

... 2 _ . ' I ;?, .,.
b.'.e"-" v .... on-d... to1. ::o 16;. S' " .;ry'.0 ,)99ii~'~1 ~o1

___________2.000 z 20 124 70 .
, Tte~ 2 ecssu6.' 4.05 met6. o5 ent.r the e 55 157.45

Ac lat m) 11.~I245 110 0.4 l4. 157

20." Ttbl1 27.
imatA, wsc 2 30.4 2111.4 1 q5.9 I -q'.1 1.35. a __2_,?

31ra e2e 45 7 75 53' 31 12 8541' 9 9"' 94 .3
i~m*i3 olt 0 12. 6 16. 16 1 5 3 70 4.40

Ile3suredi~ 0 j 12.90 16.5,0 I 1-.5 I2.!D L
____________ 0 -.17 34 .1 10
':lculted 1 45 T 75 53' 112' 41' LZ 94 3 '

0i 5'2" 60 21. 7'

Results: I1. If 0 landed with an angle equal to 42deq, see table 2. 1.
2. If , 1 landed with an angle equal to 45deg, see table 2.2.
3. If the atmospheric entry angle,%b, is 1 6 15', entry speed,w 0, is 1 5km/sac, the

trajectory would lok like that in figures 5 and 6(seeattached.-ed.).Due to the small differences
between calculations and observations, we can conclude that the shower trajectory is the result
of an incoming meteoroid with the following characteristics:
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Angie of reentry= I 6de 15'
I nitiai speed= 19- 15km/sec
Horizntal distance break-up occurred from impact crater= 5 Z 1 -57 Z6km
BreaK-Jp altitude= 19.21-19.81km

(DrT-ang offers the following liacr2m to explain all the Parameters.-ea.)

r. 11 -h

?O?. ----4-.- ". .. .. .

impa ict point

f-21rn t

•4':-krn

(End of Dr Tsang plot.-ed.)
Explanation

At 1 Shr I min and 50-55sec the meteoroid entered the earth's atmosphere at an entr/
angle of 1 6deg IS', with an initial speed of 15km/sec. The meteoroid broke-up above the Chonese
province of __ at 1 Shr 2min 2 to 5 sec, and * 1 meteorite impacted in Jilin at 1 Shr 2m
36sec. 01 spent about 41 to 46sec in flight and traveled about 227 to 230km from entry into
the atmosphere.

I 1's landing speed was approximately 280m/sec, mach 1. 06 , wE gning about 5kg,
*L impacted at approximately 72.9m/sec, almost floating to the ground.

Impact Angle: The calculated impact angle, ao, as seen in 2. 1 and 2.2, actually increases

from = 1 to *4, and *5 and *6 are actually inclined towards the in the opposite direction.
The results of the calculations indicate that v I and *5 impact angles and locations are

very close to actual observations. Discrepancies for -2 and 03 are rather large. - I data is
*-: credible because the incoming velocity was very large and the soil was rather soft, resulting in a

very deeo crater( the impact angle was not significantly altered by local inhabitants). *5 impact
angle and distance represent a more realistic condition. Based on the * 1 and *5 data the model
seems to fit rather well, even though the impact angles may not match exactly.

*w2 and 03 have different conditions. They have rather shallow craters(*2-.Sm deep and
*3-.3m deep) and the diameter( *2-.7m and 03-.5m) and the impact angles were rather
difficult to measure. Based on our best estimate, *2 impact angle is ~74deg 56'-75deg 53' and
.3 Is -80deg 34- -8 Ideg 41"

Wind Direction

The wind direction can have a big impact on smaller meteorites and even change the impact
angle.

(The article goes on to review and compare these results with another model and points out
that these results match this model very well. Further, the authors present earth entry
parameters calculated, via their model, for other heights, angles and speeds of atmospheric

* entry. All leading up to the fact that what they said earlier is correct.-ed.)
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3rL3aK-,p L.:piusion iinaiysis

When the meteoroid reacnes I 5km/sec wnen entering the atmosmnere, it compres the
- air molecules 'n front of its path forming a very sharply peaked 'shock wave' and substantially

raises the temperature of the air. When the meteoroid reaches the break-up location, its speed
is betwen 11 55- 1 + 1 km/sec and the temperature of the air is about 15,000 to 19,OCO
i crees C The nitrogen ano oxygen molecules dissociate into atomic states and create a plasma
arcuna the leading edge of the meteoroid and forms an intense fire-bail. For examole, a 4oz
meteoroiad reacinig the break-up point would release (radiate) 0.326x 101 cal/sec. The
maiorty of the energy would be carried away by the air molecules, and only a small portion
would be aosor:ed by the meteoroid. But the absorced energy is enough to cause heating,
burning and suolimaticn at the surface of the meteoroid. The surface temperature would be
3000 to 3500 degrees C.

Because of the rocky nature of the meteoroid, heat transfer and heat capacity are not very
.goo .................. (The authors exo lain heat capacitance-Or.Tsang)

From the time it enters the atmosphere to the time it breaks up recuires about 1 Osec, and
the heat energy reaches about 1 cm into the meteoroid. This explains why the heat absorcea hy
the meteoroid is concentrated on the surface and the mnter remains very,very cold. This uneven
heat distribution creates a large gradient across the meteoroid and a substantial pressure within

"-" "' the core. The pressure could reach 1000 kT(Torr?)/cmL - At the same time the pressure on

the surface of the meteoroid is around 135- 1 80kT/cm2 . Due to the internal stress and its outer
nsurfacoressure, the ccre of the metoroid will fracture and cuse the break-up. The core con

usually withstand internal pressures of a couple of hunorea kT/cm 2 before breaking up.
The enery releasea by the break-up of the meteoroid is not very large. Our estimate of

the released energy is ac/p = 0.258 X 106 erg/gm, a is the resistivity - 102 to 103

kT/cm2 , e is the rate of change during break-up, and p is the density. The total release energy
is only of the order of 1.032 x 10 12 erg, or about 24.7gm of TNT. The loud boom is not from
the meteoroid break-up into meteorites, but is due to the impact of the shock wave on the
ground.

S.If the meteorites burn up in the atmosphere and the wave reaches the around, a small
- .crater wIll still be formed based on the angle and mass of the meteoroid and its break-up

location.
FINIS
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